
Session 4: Getting In Touch with Our Desires 
 

Desires are the royal road to self knowledge 
 (Elizabeth Liebert) 

 
The place where God calls you is the place where your deep desire and the world’s deep hunger 

meet. (Frederick Buechner) 
 
 Prepare yourself by relaxing your body, letting go of any tension or fatigue that it carries.  
Invite your body to a state of relaxed attentiveness. 
 
 Do the same for your mind; invite it to take a break from all the thoughts that swirl 
around.  Take a few minutes paying gentle attention to your breathing. 
 
 Now, begin your prayer by asking for the light of the Holy Spirit to notice your deepest 
desires, to name them accurately, and to respond appropriately to what you find. 
 
 When you are ready, ask yourself, as you sit quietly in the presence of God, 
 
  What do I want, right this minute? 
 
 When you recognize what it is that you want, give it a name and write it down in your 
journal.  Return to relaxed attention, spending a few moments focusing again on your breath. 
 
 Then ask again: 
 
  What do I want, right this minute? 
 
 Again, notice, name, and write it in your journal. 
 
 Keep repeating this process until no more desires surface.  When you reach a point when 
no more desire surface, look at all the desires you have named.  Notice which seem to be the most 
central, the most important, the most attractive, the one that is most full of energy.   
 
 Select the desire that carries with it the most energy, that seems to be most central, and 
bring it back directly into your attention. 
 
 Without judging either the desire or yourself, ask, 
 
  What is underneath this desire?  What desire is even more basic than this one? 
 
 As each desire surfaces, ask for each, 
 
  Is there an even more basic desire underneath this one? 
 
 When you come to the deepest desire, honor it as central to who you are. 
 
 Finally, offer I back to God, just as it is, as an expression of who you are at this moment, 
having with God whatever conversation seems natural as you do so. 
 
     (adapted from Elizabeth Liebert, The Way of Discernment) 


